Abstract. The present contribution focuses on the phenomenology and mechanisms of stress generation in Ge thin films during keV ion bombardment. Experimentally, amorphous Ge (a-Ge) thin films were grown from vapor, and subsequently bombarded with Ar + ions with energies of up to 3 keV. Stress generation is monitored by a laser beam deflection method. In order to identify the underlying nanoscale physics, molecular dynamics simulations were performed, in which crystalline and (a-Ge) films of different densities were irradiated. Experiments and simulations both show generation of compressive stresses, which saturate at ≈200 MPa and can be attributed to generation of voids with sizes of approximately 1 nm several nanometres below the surface.
Introduction
Kiloelectron volt (keV) ion processing of semiconductor thin films and surfaces is one of the most promising routes to create functional electronic nanostructures of the future, and is, in fact, even currently industrially employed in the areas of ion doping and material erosion, e.g. using focused ion beams. Despite large progress in techniques (e.g. [1] - [4] ) and understanding (see, e.g. [5] and literature herein for recent overviews), key issues are still open to debate, among them the severe ion induced swelling [6] - [10] , mechanical stresses [5] and structure formation in surface proximity [11, 12] . To wrap up the most important tendencies within the present scope, the formation of a porous and subsequently sponge-like structure is observed during bombardment of amorphous Ge (a-Ge) with various types of ions, including metal, semiconductor and noble gas ions, with energies ranging from several tens of keV to some hundred MeV [6] - [10] , [13] . Swelling is accompanied by compressive stress generation [5] and surface roughening [11, 12] for some ion types and energies. For 1.0 MeV Ge ions, an absence of swelling has been reported in the crystalline phase and below a threshold temperature of 193 K [7] , which emphasizes the role of amorphicity and thermally activated processes, respectively, in swelling. In contrast, the occurrence of gas-filled nanocavities has also been reported in the crystalline state during bombardment with keV Xe ions at elevated temperatures [14] . It has been suggested that minimization of dangling bonds and diffusion of vacancies play a key role in void formation [15] , while recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations indicate the importance of an imbalanced formation volume, formation energy and mobility of defects, namely interstitials and vacancies [5] . A detailed understanding of the underlying physics of these phenomena is vital for future applications including, for instance, strain-induced changes in the optical properties of semiconductors [16] or prevention of film failure due to stress-induced de-adhesion from substrates.
In the present contribution, we focus on the stress and structural modifications in a-Ge films at significantly lower energies (keV), which are commonly used during surface processing in science and technology. In order to identify the underlying atomic mechanisms, MD simulations are performed, as well as experiments. In both cases, the biaxial stress in the irradiated film is measured, in order to be able to correlate macroscopic stress changes and microscopic structural changes. 
Experimental details
Ge thin film samples were prepared by vapor deposition 1 on to Si (100) substrates (thickness: 0.13 mm) with natural oxide in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber (base pressure 3 × 10 −10 mbar), as described before [17] . In agreement with the previous results [18] , amorphous and crystalline structures were obtained by keeping the substrate at room temperature and above 593 K, respectively. Stress evolution during film growth using exactly these deposition conditions have been reported in a previous work [5] . After transferring the samples to a separate high vacuum chamber (base pressure 10 −8 mbar), stress evolution during bombardment with Ar + ions is subsequently investigated using a commercial ion gun 2 . To perform curvature based stress measurements at variable temperatures as a function of the ion dose, the samples are clamped into a block made from machinable ceramics on one short side, while the sample currents and temperatures are monitored and controlled, respectively. Substrate curvature 1/R is measured with a resolution of ≈10 −4 m −1 [19] with a two laser beam deflection dilatometer, as described before [19, 20] . Biaxial stresses, σ , inside films of thickness d on a substrate of thickness s are calculated using the Stoney equation [21] ,
where 1/R 0 is the initial curvature of the as-prepared sample, using Young's modulus E s and Poisson's ratio ν s , of the Si substrates [22] . To determine the ion dose with high accuracy, the sample current is calibrated with a Faraday cup. Due to the occurrence of secondary electrons, deviations of 22% have been determined. This factor is subsequently employed to obtain the correct ion current. To enable a comparison of different ion species and energies with computer simulations of ion bombardment (as described below), ion doses are normalized to their amount of defect generation, namely displacements per atom (dpa), which proved to be the appropriate quantity in previous investigations [23] , using SRIM2003 [24] .
Simulation techniques
MD computer simulations (using a group-maintained parallel MD code [25, 26] , which is based on a previous version of parcas [27] , which is based on a previous version of ALCMD by J Morris and D Turner) of ion bombardment induced stresses and structural modifications in Ge were performed using the Tersoff-potential [28] - [30] , while the short-range interactions between the pairs of atoms were fitted to represent a strong core-core repulsion, as predicted by ab initio simulations [31] . More details and implications of this choice of potential can be found in [5] . Temperature and pressure of the simulation cell prior to ion bombardment are controlled by coupling to a temperature and pressure bath as suggested by Berendsen et al [32] . As Ge is known to reveal polyamorphism, cells with different Ge densities were prepared by quenching from melt at different pressures: a cubic single crystal consisting of 512 000 atoms was heated to 5000 K with periodic boundaries applied in all spatial directions, and then quenched to 0.5 K with a rate of 0.02K fs −1 and hydrostatic pressures of 0.4, 4 and 40 GPa applied. After quenching at elevated pressure, the cells were kept at 0.5 K temperature for 10 more ps, but zero pressure applied. In order to simulate a thin film, the periodic boundaries were released in the z-direction, while the pressure control was turned off in the following. So the first datapoint (which is measured before the incoming atom reaches the cell) of figure 4 corresponds to the surface stress divided by the film thickness for the two newly generated surfaces on the top and the bottom of the simulation cell. Series of Ge ion impacts are simulated by directing Ge atoms of the desired kinetic energy (1 keV), which are created at random positions above the surface, normal towards the open surface. In the course of the collision cascade, only the temperature of the outermost three atomic layers of the cell is thermostated towards the desired temperature, while all atoms in the cell were thermostated towards the base temperature for an additional 15 ps, before starting a new impact. Within these simulations, stress evolution is determined from the virials [26] . Figure 1 shows a typical measurement of the evolution of the average force per unit width, σ · d during ion bombardment induced sputter erosion of an a-Ge film with an initial thickness of 200 nm. Except for the low-dose regime, stress evolution as a function of remaining film thickness shows a striking similarity to growth stresses during film deposition [5] . That is, the stress curve is dominated by the growth stress profiles stored within the film, which are finally released during sputter erosion. The most important difference is, however, the stress rise in the low-dose limit of irradiation, which obviously originates from materials modification within a surface layer. As material is continuously removed due to sputter erosion, this surface layer dynamically permeates throughout the sample until all film is removed. Simulations with SRIM2003 (using the standard parameters for Ge) predict a range of 13 nm (in the sense that at this depth, the number of displacements has fallen to 1% of its maximum value) and a sputter rate of 2.6 atoms per ion for Ar atoms with an energy of 3 keV in Ge.
Results

Experimental results
Stress evolution, therefore, can be attributed to two clearly different processes, namely the erosion of the film due to sputtering, and the modification of a region close to the surface of the film. This is corroborated by the finding that stress evolution is not flux dependent within the experimentally accessible range, i.e. intermittent ion bombardment (as shown in figure 2 ) does not lead to significantly different results, except for minor deviations, which can be attributed to relaxation effects of ion damage (see, e.g. [33] for a similar phenomenon).
After the whole Ge film is removed, the silicon substrate is amorphized, which leads to a different slope in stress evolution. From the dose necessary to sputter the whole film, a sputter rate of 2.1 atoms per ion can be obtained, which agrees reasonably well with the value estimated with SRIM2003 for crystalline Ge (c-Ge).
In the following, we focus on materials modifications in surface proximity, as already mentioned above. From figure 1, it becomes clear that a stationary state seems to be reached at doses of approximately 7 dpa, where an equilibrium of materials removal and modification is reached: as the ion bombardment continues, surface atoms are subsequently sputtered away while atoms closer to the substrate subsequently get into the range of the collision cascades, i.e. become part of the surface layer. On average, each atom is displaced 47 times by a collision cascade before it is sputtered away. Together with the knowledge of growth stresses [5] , this allows for determination of material modification induced stresses as a function of dose (figure 3). 
Simulation results
Before discussing the effect of ion impacts on simulation cells, it is first instructive to consider the microstructure before ion bombardment. As reported earlier [5] , a-Ge reveals severe polyamorphism, which is critically influenced by quench rate and pressure: low and high pressures (such as 0.4 and 40 GPa) tend to generate a porous covalent network and a densely packed, metallic type of configuration, respectively, while low quench rates lead to an enhancement of the local order. These conformations are greatly maintained after quench, as long as the temperature remains significantly below the melting point/glass transition temperature. Generally, the density of porous, covalently bonded Ge (represented by the cells quenched at 0.4 and 4 GPa) tends to be lower than that of c-Ge, while dense/metallic type of a-Ge (represented by the cell quenched at 40 GPa) reveals a higher density than the crystal. From these considerations, it becomes clear that dense a-Ge has a higher potential for compressive stress generation than porous Ge.
Upon bombardment with 1 keV Ge ions, all cells show a rise in the mean biaxial stress during irradiation, until a saturation is reached ( figure 4) . The highest stress is clearly determined for dense a-Ge due to its transformation into porous polyamorphous structures. However, even porous a-Ge is characterized by compressive stress generation. Visual inspections of the simulation cells (figure 5) indicate that stresses are generated by the creation of additional pores with a diameter around one nanometre in the affected region of the cell. Stress saturation is reached, once void generation and annihilation are balanced. The mechanisms of void generation has been observed before [5] and has been attributed to the creation of Frenckel pairs within the collision cascades. Due to an imbalance of formation volumes and mobilities of vacancies and interstitials, creation of Frenckel pairs in a-Ge samples with open surfaces can be pretty much considered as creation of atomic-scale voids (the vacancies, which become stabilized in covalently bonded systems), while the remaining material gets densified (by incorporating interstitials in the remaining matrix by plastic flow). Clearly the positive total Evolution of biaxial stresses in the affected layer of c-Ge and a-Ge simulation cells, which had been prepared by quenching from melt with rates of 0.02 K fs −1 . The onset is due to surface stress. The bombardment of the cell prepared at 40 GPa was stopped after a saturation had been reached due to limited computing time.
formation volume of a Frenckel pair can explain compressive stress generation; stress generation ceases, once vacancies and interstitials start recombining. At sufficiently high temperatures or ion induced mobility, the atomic-scale voids will coalesce to form a larger swamp-like porous structure, as also observed experimentally [6, 9] . Stress evolution in the crystalline MD cell (figure 6) differs from the amorphous ones, since it reveals a distinct maximum. In fact, this is not too surprising, as the occurrence of ion beam amorphization is expected, as reported in literature [34] . To quantitatively access this scenario and relate it to stress evolution, the pair distribution function (pdf) has been evaluated as a measure for crystallinity in figure 7 . We first note that the height of the first maximum of the pdf is a measure for the number of atoms in a perfect crystalline environment. During ion bombardment, this peak decreases and broadens, indicating an increasing number of defects. Quantitative evaluation of the peak height as a function of dose reveals about an exponential decay, as expected for ion beam induced amorphization reactions [35] . The decrease of compressive stresses occurring during vitrification in figure 6 is an indication to the fact that the amorphous structure generated reveals a higher density than the single crystal cell.
It is noteworthy that two additional maxima occur between the first and the second maximum of pdf of c-Ge, which can be interpreted as signatures of interstitials [36] , which is also corroborated by an analysis of bond angles (not shown here).
Higher biaxial stresses are observed in cells irradiated with 3 keV Ge ions, in figure 3 which can easily be understood by noting that the depth affected by the ion bombardment at 3 keV is now 10.5 nm instead of 6.3 nm. That is, the volume affected by the collision cascade is now almost twice as large. As the observed biaxial stress is averaged over the whole cell, this means that the stress inside the affected layer does not change significantly. pdf (a.u.)
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After one impact After 10 impacts After 100 impacts After 275 impacts Figure 7 . The pdf of the initially crystalline simulation cell, after bombarding with different doses of Ge ions.
Discussion
Qualitatively stress evolution in experiments and MD simulations show very similar overall behavior, but the ion doses necessary to reach stress saturation differ significantly. While in simulations doses of 0.01-0.02 dpa (corresponding to 1 × 10 13 -1.7 × 10 13 1 keV Ge + ions cm −2 ) are sufficient, experiments require 10 dpa (7.5 × 10 15 3 keV Ar + ions cm −2 ). In contrast, the resultant biaxial stress levels agree much better: considering that only the upper 6.3 nm of the simulation cells are affected by ion bombardment with energies of 1 keV, we obtain values of 0.27, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.85 GPa for a-Ge quenched with 0.4 GPa, c-Ge and a-Ge quenched at 4 and 40 GPa, respectively. The range of stress levels clearly reproduce the experimental values, which are between 0.25 and 0.40 GPa. This indicates that the mechanism of stress generation through the creation of voids seems to hold for the experiments as well. In fact, nanocavities in ion-irradiated Ge have been observed experimentally before [14] . The large discrepancy in saturation doses can be explained on the basis of the very short timescales accessible in MD simulations, which do not allow for significant sample relaxations. In our work, this is particularly enhanced by the choice of the cell base temperature, 0.5 K, which clearly is below the onset temperatures for interstitial migration in Ge. However, even elevated temperatures do not change these results significantly, indicating the validity of the timescale argument above. Due to the enhanced experimental timescales, a much higher number of defects heals out-in particular to the surface-and consequently fails to contribute to the stress generation.
Massive swelling, as observed for temperatures above 173 K at energies between tens of keV and hundreds of MeV [6] - [11] , [13] was not observed, neither in experiments nor in simulations. This can be understood on the basis of the sputtering to damage ratio, as we show in the following: impacts with an energy of 3 keV, as employed in the present investigation, lead to 111 displacement events, according to SRIM2003. For an energy of 100 keV and 1 MeV, one expects already over 2900 and 14 500 displacements within a depth of up to 150 nm and over one micron, respectively. In contrast, the sputter rate is constant for all recoil energies: 2.6 atoms ion −1 for 3 keV and 0.7 atoms ion −1 for 100 keV and 1 MeV, respectively. Thus, at low energies the ratio of sputtered atoms and generated voids is much smaller, i.e. all the voids are created very close to the surface-if the ion dose is at all capable of overcoming the incubation dose [6] . If voids do appear, their walls are sputtered away by subsequent irradiations, long before a coarse-grained porous structure, as observed for higher energies, can appear.
Conclusion
Stress evolution in thin Ge films during ion irradiation has been observed both in the experiments and MD simulations for irradiation energies of 1-3 keV. The experiments indicate that growth stresses are released during sputter erosion. Additionally, simulations and experiments show generation of compressive stresses, which can be explained by the creation of voids and the absorption of additional atoms into the amorphous matrix. We expect that these results can basically be generalized to other covalently bonded systems. The level of stress/nanovoid generation will, however, strongly depend on the covalent bonding strength, as well as the occurrence of hybridization related effects.
